The wavelength under study was that of a He-Ne laser at 3.39 pm, stabilized on the saturated absorption of methane.
Optical beats had shown that the frequency of the laser was stable to definitely more than lo9 (in fact more than 1012) in laboratory conditions implying the same figure for the relative line Q as averaged in laboratory practice.
The best that could be done for the wavelength measurement was to refer directly to the orange line of defining the metre.
There were good reasons at that time to suspect that the krypton line as emitted by a standard lamp in the recommended conditions was not only Doppler broadened with a Q * lo6 but also slightly asymetric.
The origin of this observed asymetry has not yet been understood. The experiment was difficult enough to be exposed to some instrumental effects as well as to some more intrinsic effects such as first order Doppler in the lamp (DC excited, with a narrow capillary).
WLth the best care, the accuracy expected from the krypton lamp could exceed lo8 but 1 0 ' was a dream rather than a hope.
Measuring the wavelength of the methane stabilized laser was of some importance. The frequency of the same laser was also being measured. The conjunction of frequency and wavelength yielded the value of the speed of light.
The accuracy of this fundamental determination was for a large part limited by the accuracy on wavelength, itself for a large part limited by the realization of the length unit.
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Further developments.-This first step deserved some careful checks. From the wavelength measurement side, other He-Ne lasers stabilized on the saturated absorption of iodine soon appeared. Measurements of A(Iq) and h(CH4) referred to the krypton were performed and compared. In both cases, the measurements performed in various laboratories did not differ by more than + 3 x Direct comparisons of h(CH4) to h(12) were also performed. They confirmed the above results.
Hence the Comit6 Consultatif pour la Ddfinition du S t r e could recommend conventional values :
A ( 2) Frequency comparisons, within the narrow range of the optical beats, show that the frequency stability of stabilized lasers can reach the 1014 level, and that their frequency reproducibility ought to reach the level of 1012. At present, a few spurious effects have still to be studied and mastered, such as electronics pulling, geometrical effects, non linearities in the servo loop, spectral impurity or impurities in the absorber. This last effect has been definitely identified as a major cause of poor reproducibility, in the case of iodine : occasional differences have been observed up to some 10-lo. Is it sound to use these stabilized lasers as wavelength or frequency standards ?
3) Some better reference than the krypton lamp would be welcome not only for wavelength measurements but also for some astronomical length measurement purposes. Why not to use the value of c as a reference ? It implies that this value should be fixed once and for all, by convention.
All these questions merge into one : Is it possible to establish a new definition of the metre that would be consistent with all the presently recommended values (krypton and stabilized laser wavelengths and c as well), and that would fix the value of c explicitly or implicitly ?
Why not fix the value of c ?.-This could have been done years ago. Instead of defining the metre bv means of the standard krv~t0n line. one could have chosen --A the wavilength A of ;he same 1 3 3~s line whose frequency f is used to define the second. Choosing the same spectral line to define both the metre and the second would have implicitly fixed the value of c = If.
Obviously, the only reason for not doing so was that the radiation corresponding to the standard Cs transition has a wavelength much too large to be convenient for length measurement. It cannot compete with the accuracy of traditional interferometric measurements in the visible region. This is well illustrated by the accuracy of the previous measurements of c, using a frequency and wavelength measurement in the microwave region, accuracy limited to some 107. This limitation is alleviated by the new laser techniques. If it is possible to determine c with 3 x lo8 accuracy, in terms of the present metre, it is also possible to define the metre in terms of c, using exactly the same experiments. The accuracy of realization would be better than 3 x lo8, since the contribution due to the krypton lamp would disappear.
Then, why choose c as a standard rather than the methane wavelength or one of the iodine wavelergths ? The aim of defining the unit of length must be, in first rank, to provide the better accuracy in length measurement. From this point of view, a visible wavelength has a definite appeal. A near infrared wavelength has some drawbacks : the wavelength is larger and one has to make "interferometry for the blind". It is not only less easy but more risky since spurious light can bias the measurements.
Using directly c as a standard suggests some time of flight method, as used in astronomy or space science. The accuracy on short distances is definitely improper.
But fixing c does not imply only crude time of flight measurements. Using a sine wave of known frequency f and its wavelength h = c/f is also a "time of flight" method. And this is what the length measurement people are used to. The real drawback is that the frequency measurements hardly reach the visible range, and this at the price of a heavy laboratory experiment. Very few laboratories have performed frequency measurements up to the near infrared. It is very unlikely that this will become current practice for the length measurement laboratory.
Then the question can be put in another way. Admitting that the metre is defined in terms of c, how will the length measurement laboratory be able to check its accuracy ?
The only way looks to be the following.
Few laboratories will be able to link the frequency of some secondary standards in the visible to the Cs frequency ; alternatively some visible wavelengths could be related to near infrared wavelengths, the frequency of which could be measured in terms of the Cs frequency.
The feasability of these experiments has been fully demonstrated. It is not quite sufficient. Practitioners need that some figure be guaranteed for the accuracy they can get from the secondary standards they will have to use. It is not a matter of faith but of enough experimental data to establish the accuracy on some objective basis.
So the way is clear :
The definition should fix the value of c. Some "code of practice" should recommend wavelengths (or frequencies) of working standards, with an estimate of the accuracy they can provide in practice. Note that the first step does not imply new laboratory work, in so far as the present values of c and of all recommended wavelengths, including the krypton, are coherent within the accuracy stated.
To the reverse, the second step demands some high accuracy work, with enough checks and periodical up-dating, so that the new definition really leads to an improved accuracy in length measurements.
Possible wordings of a new definition.-The detailed wording will be discussed by the Comite Consultatif pour la Definition du MStre (CCDM) and the Cornit6 Consultatif des Unites (CCU). Before, it is necessary to choose between a few guiding principles that have been proposed.
Using the numbers $ = 9 192 631 770 and 5 = 299 792 458, one can define the metre along the various following ways : 1) 1 m = $ A(Cs) where A(Cs) is the wavelength of the radiation corresponding to the transition of 1 3 3~s used to define the second.
2) 1 m = (f/E) h(f hertz) where f is an arbitrary number and h ( f hertz) the wavelength of a radiation at the frequency f hertz.
3) 1 m = h(5 hertz)
where 1 ( 5 hertz) is the wavelength of a radiation at the frequency 5 hertz.
4) 1 m = path travelled by light in 115 second or 1 m = 115 x path travelled by light in 1 second.
All these four formulations are equivalent from the scientific point of view. They lead to similar consequences in practice.
The reasons for a choice stem from the weighting of advantages or drawbacks regarding for instance -scientific generality, simplicity, clarity -minimal disturbance of the SI in the change -closeness to practical realization.
The choice is under discussion in the CCDM and the CCU. At present opinions tend to converge in favour of 4 but I cannot anticipate on the decision that will finally be taken.
Some care has also to be taken in the wording. For instance, some preference has been expressed in favour of "light waves" rather than "electromagnetic waves" to avoid any trouble with the dispersion of vacuum.
Subsidiary questions.-1) Does the metre become a derived unit 1 Do not confuse a base or derived quantity and a base or derived unit with the way in which a unit is defined or the way in which it is realized.
A derived quantity (or unit) is defined in terms of a base quantity (or unit) using a conventional equation. No such equation intervenes in any of the definitions proposed, except, to some extent, in definition 2. The fact that length is a base quantity is absolutely independent of the way used to define or realize the unit.
An obvious consequence of the definition will be in all cases that c = 5 m/s. A similar 'situation stems from the definition of the ampere, implying po = 4 A x lo-' H/m. But the ampere is also a base unit, just because it has been decided to derive all electrical quantities from the electrical current intensity.
2) How will the metre be realized in practice ?
The astronomers will use directly time of flight methods, as they do now ; the value of c will appear as equal to E m/s exactly, so that they will no more have to modify their tables after each new determination of c.
The laboratory practice will refer in all cases to h = c/f. Either the frequency of a reference "light" source (e.g. a CH,, stabilized laser) will be determined in terms of the second (by comparison to the 1 3 3~s frequency) or the wavelength of a "light" source will be compared to that of another source of known frequency, ref erred finally to the same 3 3~s frequency. This type of exercise will in any case be restricted to well trained and well equiped laboratories.
In current practice, one will need a set of visible wavelengths, well established and recommended by consensus between the former laboratories, with a realistic estimate of the accuracy established by the same laboratories. This implies some advice on the know how.
3) Is it enough to know the frequency of a light source ?
The definition will in all cases make use of the idealistic concept of an infinite plane wave. It does not exist. In practice, waves are always more or less curved and distorted due to various optical defects. The ultimate limit in outstanding laboratory practice is set by diffraction due to the limited area of the wave fronts admitted in any apparatus.
Calculation of the "diffraction correction" can easily be done for a (perfect) gaussian beam. It shows that the curvature of the wavefronts, near the waist, can easily modify the mean phase velocity by as much as 10-lo or more for a beam of "usual" diameter. Similar effects on the usual imperfect optical beams have still be evaluated, experimentally and theoretically.
Conclusion.-It is likely that a proposal to change the definition of the metre will be made by the Comit6 International des Poids et Mesures and agreed by the ConfSrence GSn6rale des Poids et Mesures in 1983. A large amount of work will still have to be done by physicists, before this change as well as after the change, to get all the benefit that can be expected in view of a better accuracy of length measurements.
